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Fall into a world of dark sensual pleasures with these six BAD BOY ROMANCESEach book can be

read as a standalone. No cliffhangers. Wrong â€“Jax Monroe is everything Lena never knew she

needed in her life: an inked thug on the wrong side of the law who takes what he wants and burns

what he canâ€™t. To be with him is not only off-limits, itâ€™s strictly forbidden. But Jax wontâ€™

take no for an answer, and Lena knows from a single steely look, that nothing can keep them apart.

Alejandro â€“ For Ali Owens, sheâ€™d never forget her Alejandro, the outlaw who stole her breath

and claimed her heart. They were destined for different things: he a criminal, and she a decorated

life beside her picture-perfect politician husband. But some love never dies, and when their paths

cross once more, both Ali and Alejandro must make a fateful decision that could mean the rest of

their lives. Savage â€“ Keith renounced love the day they took everything away from him in a storm

of bullets. But then he met Kristina, and everything changed. As she stokes a fire that he thought he

lost, Keith must decide if he can bring someone into his life againâ€¦ and if he can risk the

consequences.Inked â€“ Krishna dreamed of throwing caution to the wind and walking on the edge.

When Alex Gordon offered her a glimpse into that world, she stepped through without a second

thought. But Krishna is about to discover that life on the edge isnâ€™t what it all seems and that

some thresholdsâ€”once crossedâ€”can never be crossed again. Savage â€“ Heâ€™s trouble walking

on two legs, and unfortunately for Tania McGuire, sheâ€™s got a mouth that has a habit of landing

her in trouble. As negotiations take a dirty turn, Tania is about to find out that this isnâ€™t just

another sticky situation that she can talk her way out of. Traitor â€“ Kane returns home to find that

his life had been turned upside down and his woman in the hands of his worst enemy. Heâ€™d do

whatever it takes to take back Angeline and mend back their broken lives together. But is he too

late? This Savage Love is a full-length, standalone romance novel with steamy hot sex, NO

CHEATING, strong language, a happily every after ending and NO CLIFFHANGERS. Contains dark

and disturbing themes, and over the top sexiness that may be uncomfortable for some readers.

Perfect for fans of Joanna Blake, Alexa Riley, Devon Hartford, Sabrina Paige, Winter Renshaw,

Vanessa Waltz, Emilia Kincade and Melanie Harlow
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I was given this book as an ARC for an honest review. Some of the others I have read before,

others were new to me. Overall the box set was very good and well written. IWrong by Kathryn

Thomas - I really enjoyed this once I got into it. A story of kids that loved each other but never acted

on it, separated by a secret only to find each other again years later. Lena is sweet while Jax is

tough and will protect her at all cost.Alejandro by Evelyn Glass - this book was hot, hot, hot.

Separated for years. This book had great chemistry, includes bikers, a turf war. I thought it was

amazing!Savage by Olivia Stephens - a story of lost love, Keith gets a second chance with a new

love. Has a hardcore maniac along with regret and denial. Hot sex scenes with a well written

story.Inked by Carmen Faye - He was a tattoo artist and she is a mechanic. Strong Chemistry.

Good story.Savage by Sophia Hampton - Bikers, real estate, explosion, kidnapping all the while

falling in love. Very well written and wonderful story.Traitor by Amy Love - I liked this one, but it

could use a bit more editing (although this did not take away from the story in any way). This story

for me was a true love story with bikers and betrayal thrown in. Enjoyable.

I don't usually like boxed sets but this one was really good and is worth reading. Not all the stories

were equal but that is to be expected. 6 bad boy biker Romances all full length. I will have a look at

other books that these authors have written. I would never reject an author out of hand from just one

or more bad reviews, we are all different in our likes and dislikes. We can make or break a career by

our comments so we need to think carefully before we put pen to paper!



So far I am struggling to finish the first story in this set. There are quite a few typos and most parts

of the story is annoying and slow the sex scenes are r terrible. I doubt I will read the rest of the box

set. I received a free copy for an honest reviewEdited review: upon second thought I decided to skip

the first story and give the rest of thr box set a try so far some of the stories are better than others.

Some I actually enjoy whiles others not so much.

I really struggled with this box set and could make it through all of the books. Also, quite a few

typos.I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest review.
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